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About This Game

Plot

Amelia and Roland are headed to Odaro continent, where Amelia thinks she will find her parents and discover the truth about
her past. However, reaching Odaro, they realize that it won't be an easy task. They join forces with Lutania Army, a group of

soldiers that are fighting against Illion.
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The game was fine for an RPG maker....until the final dungeon. Not that it is overly challenging, just that it NEVER ends. After
the 10th level I said enough and just turned the game off.. \udb40\udc21. sure, why not
11,2\/13. short but nice.. this is even worse than the first one ...every single enemy just hurls itself at you everytime you pass ,
the parcours is very boring and short , . endless fighting , all the money spent on potions and still not enough ... very frustrating ,
no rewards and literally mindnubing ... I've played many, many rpg games , this series is by far the worst ; seems to be made to
make a fool of anyone stupid enough to buy it .... just like another pixelated RPG, its fine to follow the story and spend our
time. Part 2 of the series to be released.
There are 4 Series and they were originally made and released during 2010.
Gameplay is worth around 3-5hours of completion if you decided to go Full.
Speed running less then 3hours.
Only sad no Steam Cards Q^Q. This game is a bit better than the first in terms of going thru the same dungeon multiple times...
Because it is shorter.
Way shorter.
Enemies go after you like heat seeking missiles, there are a grand total of two sidequests(hey, the first one had none) and the
story is so boring I didn't even bother to pay attention.
I'm seriously thinking of never playing the third game, for the sake of sanity.. i bought this game and not interest to play, after a
while i play and it become good. but i was wondering how to "escape" when battle start, i can't use that thats kinda annoy
sometimes. (sorry for my bad english)
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Got this game because of a coupon for completing a badge. Gave it a handful of hours and didn't hate it but didn't necessarily
thirst for more. If you're looking for a dragon warrior clone to hack some time away, give it a try.. This game is... FANTASTIC,
I only opened for two minutes and i was already blown away by the fantastic game menu! After playing for 5 minutes I was
ready to write my review. I am also not a paid reviewer!!!!!!. Not bad... Not bad at all. So, the sequel to the (for me) not so very
good first 'Last Heroes'.
But maybe this one is better and they didn't do the same mistakes?
Wrong!
This is soooo lame.
It starts from the beginning: You can't transfer your old party. Oh, you play with the same characters. But every skill (the few
they have) you must learn again. Only this time your world is much smaller. The enemies are homing missiles again,
but this time so fast that you can't do anything but fight.
Funny fact....Hey devs if you use the standard RPGMaker setup maybe you should cancel the 'escape' button from the battle
manue. Because there was not one fight where I could use it.
Again, the fights are spam them with mass destruction spells. Again you have only halve backed items to replenish the mana. Its
not very original if your best item can add 50 magic points but your skill uses 30 magic points.
Not that you will need them most of the time....only with the end maze (without healing point) the end boss and oh, this is new
there is a hidden secret boss fight. The guy has a whooping 100.000 hit points, can insta kill your
party (if you don't spent hours for grinding) and your best fighter can hit im with just 2k\/round....do the math.
Edit: so after 1 hour of leveling I killed the beast...and for that you can get something like an overkill...enough ex points for 20
levels (999.999) the same in gold (not that you can buy anything with it) and an item that raises your stats by 15.
Avoid this game, even for a few cents it is not worth your time (hint that goes for most if not all games from the same
devs....they are popping the same game over and over again).. An interesting follow-up. Half the protagonists of the first part set
off to find Amelia's parents on the Odaro continent, but get shipwrecked. Adventures ensue, and somehow the full group
reconnects. The characters are well-formed, and the battles can be intense.. Last Heroes 2 on Steam is a videogame featuring
sustainable
RPG maker gameplay!

Catchy interloping music with a market haul storyline!
It delivers some cool gameplay quench thrift moments!

Some cool single-ply threads enemies and bosses!
With extra breathable formulas!

Relatively speaking the last heroes the first one is better
cause of the awful side-tracked long final dungeon that doesnt end!

Other then that its a eliminating good time i give this game a 9.0\/10
love the burrito master
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